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Data Center Integrity  
Physical security and integrity of critical unmanned data centers remains a concern to business organizations 

around the world. From the energy to medical, and manufacturing sectors, companies worldwide demand 

consolidated, robust and yet fully integrated technology packages for their security and integrity data centers 

solutions.  

Due to compliance and cost-effectiveness, often times the adopted security and integrity solution must be 

adaptable enough to function with a variety of customer’s technology platforms including existing video 

surveillance systems, building management systems, intrusion detection system, physical access, fire detection 

and suppression systems, air conditioning and power monitoring systems.  

KDCI-2100 provides a seamless integration of security and integrity technologies by supplying native security 

and integrity components integrated with 3rd party systems, either existing or brand-new required by the end-

user.   

KDCI-2100 is a smart open-architecture Data Center security and integrity controller specifically designed to 

meet the multiple and varied detection, control and alarm requirements of unmanned datacenters in harsh 

environments. 
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KDCI-2100 addresses security and integrity requirements of nowadays increasingly complex data center 

facilities including:  

 Two-steps token security physical access,  

 video monitoring and detection of events 

 Ingress of contaminants, water, gases, dust, fuels, bio 

pollutants 

 air quality, detection of CO, CO2, NOx,  

 air temperature, relative humidity, and pressure (for positive 

pressure shelters) 

 internal and external corrosion of datacenter shelters and 

cabinets and structures,  

 power quality  

 battery integrity and diagnostics  

 event-driven video camera control technology  

 early intrusion detection, by ground, ultrasonic and outdoor IR 

sensors 

 water roof leaks 

 shelter mechanical strain, vibration, positioning(inclination)   

 wall early damage detection  

 programmable load shedding to prevent disruptions during power outages 

 local/remote activation of alarms including beacon, two-tones horn, pre-defined audio messages 

 audio communication line to shelter 

Event-Driven Video Detection  

Upon specific sensors detect a target event taking place inside or outside the datacenter facility, KDCI-

2100 activates the unique event-driven video camera control to allow designated video cameras to pinpoint 

the anomaly detected, such as water ingress, air contamination, power, UPS and battery bank failures, a 

security breach or structure damages. The KDCI-2100 NVR records the video recording of the event by 

the designated cameras. The user can select multiple cameras to focus on the anomaly area detected.  

Two-steps Verified Physical Access  

Whether they be gates, locked doors, biometric access, mantraps, turnstiles, or any of a number of other 

mechanisms, can potentially cause a great deal of trouble for security administrators trying to prevent 

breaches of unmanned facilities. Unintended access of intruders that might illegally seize personnel ID’s 

or by spoofing can be prevented by private and public passcode access specifically delivered at the time 

of requesting access. KDCI-2100 provides RPAC (Remote Physical Access Control) that allows authorized 

individuals to securely access unmanned facilities by a two-steps verification system comprising private 

and public password of PIN and SMS OTP (One Time Passcode) to allow them access from their mobile 

phone. RPAC integrates various biometric systems and alternatively a portable security keypad remote 

control. 

Backup Power Security- Load Shedding  

Critical Datacenter equipment demands that sufficient energy storage in backup batteries is available, at 

any time, for the continuity of specific services and functions. In order to address backup power security 

needs, KDCI-2100 supervises designated power inputs, battery chargers, battery condition and dynamic 

behavior of loads and determines the safe energy storage level in backup batteries that will ensure 
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continuous operation of designated critical functions, such as specific operation of designated servers, data 

storage units and cooling systems. If KDCI-2100 is configured for load shedding mode, and whenever 

battery levels drop to low levels specific non critical loads will be disconnected to allow power saving and 

ensure service continuity.  

Integration with Security and Fire Systems 

KDCI-2100 easily integrates with any physical access system, fire alarm systems and fire suppression 

systems and individual components. It offers flexible a cost-effective integration with conventional security 

sensors, such as PIR (Passive Infrared), ultrasonic radars, and multiple notification devices weather FSL, 

PSL or open loop devices. 

Security Sensors-Standard Features  

KDCI-2100 factory default configuration allows connecting  

 One Passive Infrared(PIR) input for the asset to protect and  
 two additional PIR inputs usually located on the right and left flanks of the asset to protect.  
 One Ultra-Sound short-range 3 axis sensor input to early detect vandalism and intruders in the 

proximity of KDCI-2100 if located outdoor or vulnerable areas.  
 One RF security remote receiver input and  
 One RF security disarm input to arm and disarm the security system remotely by a handheld device by 

authorized personnel.  
 One camera detection input which normally comes from a suitable camera or NVR provided that 

intrusion detection can be configured in either the camera or NVR. 
 One panic alarm pushbutton input that activates beacon and horn and generates an alarm SMS 

message 
 One beacon (two tones optional) and one horn for local alarm  
 One low power selector switch input that switches the system to low power mode by disconnecting 

high consumption loads manually. The system also provides a remote SMS command that allow 
authorized users to also switch the system to low power mode.  

Solar and Wind Power Generator 

KDCI-2100 works efficiently with either grid power or energy storage systems (batteries, super caps, other) 

and multiple renewable energy sources, including solar and wind power generators.   

Integration with Fire Detection Suppression, BMS and Physical Access 

KDCI-2100 integrates seamlessly over wired or wireless networks with 3rd Party's Building Management 

Systems, Fire Detection Systems and Fire Suppression Systems via open or customized protocols, 

depending on user requirements and practices. 

By a fully programmable platform KDCI-2100 allows customizing activation of notification systems including 

hardwire devices, such as beacons, horns and emergency strobe lights, and notification sub- systems such 

as cell phone SMS, webserver, radio tones and in-plant pager systems.  

KDCI-2100 works optimally with native communication units and 3rd Party's systems over standard 

communication links and protocols. 
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Integration with ERS & ESD 

By dedicated links, safety communication systems or dedicated hardwired links KDCI-2100 interfaces with 

latest Emergency Response Systems including unmanned air or ground systems (drones). KDCI-2100 

provides overall status, event identification, response required, operational and situational readings, 

repositioning and GPS synchronized time of the event to any Emergency Response System. The data 

transmission can be configured for two steps verification or secure encrypted public-private password 

communication techniques. 

KDCI-2100 provides hardwired contacts for ESD integration and works with supervised and unsupervised 

contacts in Fire Detection Systems. SIL certified version is available upon request. 
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Remote Notification and Configuration Commands 

SMS remote configuration enables KDCI-2100 to be configured over standard SMS messages from any 

mobile phone anywhere in the world, provided the user access the system by the required user and 

password. KDCI-2100 supports two-steps verification for visitors, weekly status reports, alarm activation, 

maintenance technician management, activation of audio communication to site, remote activation of 

notification or other devices connected relay driven), callback during emergencies and email notifications. 

An extended list of commands is available for networks of KDCI-2100 units working in mesh communication 

architecture. Please contact us for further details at kare@kareworld.com  

 

List of Commands - Standard KDCI-2100 

Index  Command Command Description 
1.  setdate Set the system date 

2.  beacon Activates the system beacon 

3.  beacoff Turns of the system beacon 

4.  chg_pwd Change the system password 

5.  getdate Get the current mobile network date and time 

6.  reset Initiates a controller reset 

7.  ack_rst Enable the system alarm 

8.  alm_disable Disable the system alarm 

9.  sms_client_flg 0 Disable the client SIM number for system notifications 

10.  sms_client_flg 1 Enable the client SIM number for system notifications 

11.  sms_tech1_flg Disable the TECHNICIAN 1 SIM number for maintenance alerts 

12.  sms_tech1_flg Enable the TECHNICIAN 1 SIM number for maintenance alerts 

13.  sms_tech2_flg Disable the TECHNICIAN 2 SIM number for maintenance alerts 

14.  sms_tech2_flg Enable the TECHNICIAN 2 SIM number for maintenance alerts 

15.  weekly system info report A weekly system status report is sent to the enabled SIM numbers 

16.  alm_period Set the repeat time for notifications /alarm 

17.  buoyon Enable the system notifications 

18.  buoyoff Disable system notifications 

19.  dialup Enable GSM dialup call mode 

20.  dialup Disable the GSM dialup call mode 

21.  relay_2on Turn on the relay number 2 

22.  relay_2off Turn off the relay number 2 

23.  relay_3on Turn on the relay number 3 

24.  relay_3off Turn off the relay number 3 

25.  relay_4on Turn on the relay number 4 

26.  relay_4off Turn off the relay number 4 
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Index  Command Command Description 
27.  freemem Returns the available system memory 

28.  set_emergency_sim This SIM number for emergency notifications 

29.  set_visitor_1_sim Set the SIM number for accessing as visitor 1 

30.  set_visitor_2_sim Set the SIM number for accessing as visitor 2 

31.  set_visitor_3_sim Set the SIM number for accessing as visitor 3 

32.  set_visitor_4_sim Set the SIM number for accessing as visitor 4 

33.  callbackon Enable callback mode due to system emergency 

34.  callbackoff Disalble callback mode due to system emergency 

35.  push button in emergency mode System notification if push button is pressed in emergency mode 

36.  push button in visitor mode System notification if push button is pressed in Visitor mode 

37.  set_admin_sim Set the system admin SIM number 

38.  set_number_2_sim Set the system 2 SIM number 

39.  set_number_3_sim Set the system 3 SIM number 

40.  set_number_4_sim Set the system 4 SIM number 

41.  access_period Set the accessing expiration time for visitors 

42.  set_visitor_1_on Enable the Visitor 1 access mode and generates PIN 

43.  set_visitor_2_on Enable the Visitor 2 access mode and generates PIN 

44.  set_visitor_3_on Enable the Visitor 3 access mode and generates PIN 

45.  set_visitor_4_on Enable the Visitor 4 access mode and generates PIN 

46.  set_email Enable and set the client email address for system notifications 

47.  stay_armed Remain the system armed during visitor time 

48.  leave_armed Set time to re-enable alarm system 

49.  leave_period Set system visitor period time 

50.  enable_key Enable the local accessing KEYPAD 

51.  disable_key Disable the local accessing KEYPAD 

52.  GSM_init Reinitiates the GSM module 

 


